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Etere Unveils New Dashboard for MAM with Analytics Overview
Etere rolls out a centralized web dashboard with a visual overview and realtime access to all the analytics data you need to make informed decisions
about your business.
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Etere Media Asset Management (MAM) is available on the Etere Web platform
to manage all core functions of the Etere software application. It features an
integrated dashboard with real-time data about your system performance metrics
and analytics data that help you to make informed decisions, including,
■ CPU usage
■ Memory usage
■ Connected users
■ Total login time
■ Version number
■ Total assets
■ Number of files registered in Media Asset Management
■ Total size of files
■ Total number of running workflow instances
■ Total number of T-workflows waiting
■ Total number of T-workflows on error
■ Overview data of a specific type of files (for example, Live, Memo, Film)
■ Data chart of SQL performances
■ Top 10 CPU usage by query
It includes integrated features such as real-time playlist management, search,
preview, edit, download, and upload media files, management of commercial
orders and programming, and resource management for tasks and approvals. Now
you can access your workflows even while on the move with Etere Web's
compatibility on all smart devices, including tablets, laptops, and smartphones. The
accessibility of Etere Web makes it easy for distributed teams to collaborate in
real-time on a centralized database. With an authorized login, users can access
Etere Web and manage the data to which they have access rights.
For more information, please get in touch with info@etere.com.
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About Etere
Since its beginnings in 1987, Etere has been preparing users for the
future. Etere is a worldwide provider of broadcast and media software
solutions backed by its mark of excellence in system design, flexibility,
and reliability. The revolutionary concept of Etere Ecosystem promotes
real-time collaborations and enhances operational efficiency across the
entire enterprise. Etere Ecosystem software solutions manage the endto-end media workflow and feature an integrative Web and Windows
architecture that is customizable to fit perfectly in any system.
Etere delivers on its service excellence commitment with a 24/7
worldwide support and inclusive software updates. Its portfolio of digital
technologies and market-proven remote/on-site services such as
consultancy, training, installation, and demonstrations are ready to run
with your business no matter where you are. Etere enhances your
adaptability for the future and empowers you with the most innovative
software tools to drive your business to greater heights.
To find a media management strategy that works for your business,
visit www.etere.com
Join the conversation at info@etere.com
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